FCSA Cold Bore Record Match
Raton Thunder 1.64 Mile Challenge

These events will be held at the NRA Whittington Center in Raton, New Mexico at
the Spring Canyon ELR range, and George Tubb 1000-yard range.
The FCSA CB Record match will start with a cold bore record attempt each day, once
you miss, you move on to the match targets, so 1 to 3 shots will be taken at the
Record Target. Then 5 shots at 4 targets each day, ending at 3699 yards on day two
for Heavy, Light gun match to at least 2900 yards. Match fee is $150.
Light Gun is 338 Lapua/338 Norma and smaller, Heavy Gun is 375 thru 50 BMG.
We are trying a 338 Wildcat class, we will see how in grows, or not.
The 1.64 Mile Challenge will start with a 1 shot, 1moa Cold Bore target at 1180
yards then 5 shots each at 1390, 1800 and 1990 yards. Day 2 starts with an 1800
yard cold bore shot, then 5 shots each at 2270, 2650 and 2878 yards. Any caliber
up to and including 50 BMG, shot off a bipod will be allowed in the Raton Thunder
1.64 Challenge. Match fee is $150.
We will meet at the Eagles Nest at 7:00 AM for the shooters meeting each day.
Exact target distances and a map of the target locations and sizes will be posted at the
Eagles Nest once the setup is completed. Target locations in the picture above are not
necessarily the exact locations we will be using.
We will have 3 shooting positions in rotation including one concrete shooting bench.
Setup time will be during the current shooter’s firing time. At the end of the shooting
period, Teams have one-minute to clear their firing position for the next shooter, this will
also be the one-minute notice for starting time for the next shooter.

Any team not present will be moved to the end of the day or fill the next available time
slot. This is a 2-day event and the highest total score wins. Trophies will be awarded to
the top 3 points shooters.
This is non-elimination team event intended to give people practice and experience in
ELR shooting. This event is a work in progress, and we will be fine tuning it. We are not
trying to mimic the King Of 2 Miles, and no KO2M target locations will be used.
Bench shooting will be allowed using a bipod, no ‘rest systems’ are allowed as the
targets spana wide arc and there are strict constraints on time. There is no weight limit
on rifles. No incendiary or tracer ammo is permitted due to fire risks, and absolutely no
armor piercing rounds. Wind flags where possible will be set. A blast mat (tarp) will be
down inthe shooting positions.
You must join the FCSA to participate in the Record event. A membership fee of $55
will include all 4 quarterly issues of the VHP magazine.
Entry Forms are available at www.FCSA.org and www.ELRWorld.com.
The number of participants may be limited.
WE WILL BE WORKING ON SETUP FOR TWO DAYS PRIOR TO THE MATCH!
ANYONE WHO FIRES A SHOT ON THE COURSE, OR FROM THE 1000 YARD LINE
BEFORE THE EVENT WILL BE ESCORTED OFF THE PROPERTY!
For questions, please contact:
Randy Powell
P O Box 9
Hominy, OK 74035
(918) 695-0001
randy@thunderammo.com

